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The first problem considered is that of testing for the reality of the covariance 
matrix of a p-dimensional complex normal distribution, while the second is that of 
testing that a 2p-dimensional real normal distribution has a p-dimensional complex 
structure. Both problems are reduced by invariance to their maximal invariant 
statistics, and the null and non-null distributions of these are obtained. Complete 
classes of unbiased, invariant tests are described for both problems, the locally most 
powerful invariant tests are obtained, and the admissibility of the likelihood ratio 
tests is established. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The family of p-dimensional complex normal distributions, which may be 
regarded as a family of 2p-dimensional real normal distributions with 
covariance matrices of “complex structure” (cf. (l.l)), was introduced by 
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Goodman [ 141. (Throughout this paper, all families of multivariate normal 
distributions considered have zero mean vectors.) Later, Andersson [4] 
considered a wide class $F of invariant multivariate normal models, each 
model essentially consisting of a family of covariance matrices of a specified 
structure, where the structure is determined by the requirement of invariance 
under a compact (usually finite) group. This class of models includes most of 
the structured families of covariance matrices which have appeared in the 
literature, e.g., the models of block, compound, and circular symmetry. 
Andersson [4] showed that each model in the class 5F can be represented 
as a finite product of three types of irreducible models, namely, the families 
of covariance matrices of real, complex, and quaternion structure (each type 
may occur more than once, or not at all, and with varying dimensionalities). 
More recently, as part of a larger investigation of the algebraic theory of 
normal statistical models, Andersson, Brons, and Jensen [8] have considered 
a general testing problem where both the null hypothesis H, and the alter- 
native hypothesis H, (H, c H,) are models belonging to 5F. 
In the present paper two special cases of this general testing problem are 
considered: (i) testing for “real structure” vs. “complex structure,” i.e., 
testing for the reality of the covariance matrix of a p-dimensional complex 
normal distribution; and the inverse problem (ii) testing for “complex 
structure” vs. “real structure,” i.e., testing that the covariance matrix of a 2p- 
dimensional real normal distribution has a p-dimensional complex structure. 
Problem (i) was first treated by Khatri [ 181, while problem (ii) was first 
treated by Andersson [5]. Goodman [ 141 pointed out the application of the 
complex normal distribution to time series analysis (also see Brillinger [9]), 
and problem (i) can be interpreted as that of testing for the independence of 
the sine and cosine components of the spectral representation of a stationary 
time series. A special case of problem (ii), the case p = 1, is equivalent to 
that of testing for the sphericity of a bivariate real normal distribution. See 
Krishnaiah [20] for a review of the literature on the complex multivariate 
normal distribution. 
The present paper contains a parallel treatment of these two problems, the 
first in Part I and the second in Part II, in order to display the features 
common to both and to suggest extensions to the general testing problem 
considered by Andersson, Brons, and Jensen [8]. Both problems are reduced 
by invariance to their maximal invariant statistics, and the null and non-null 
distributions of these are obtained. Complete classes of unbiased, invariant 
tests are described for both problems, the locally most powerful invariant 
tests are obtained, the admissibility of the likelihood ratio tests is established, 
and the power functions of the latter are studied. 
Andersson, Brons, and Jensen [7] have studied the maximal invariants 
and null distributions occurring in 10 canonical testing problems, including 
problems (i) and (ii), which play a fundamental role in their general theory. 
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Every testing problem H, vs. H, with H,, H, in Q can be decomposed into a 
product of simple problems, each of which is one of the 10 canonical 
problems. Thus, careful study of problems (i) and (ii) is a prerequisite for the 
solution of the general testing problem. 
Occasionally, the same notation is used to denote different quantities in 
Parts I and II. For example, S, which is used to denote the minimal 
sufficient statistic in Parts I and II, represents a p xp (complex) Hermitian 
positive definite matrix in Part I but a 2p x 2p (real) symmetric positive 
definite matrix in Part II. Also, 1 (resp. A), which denotes the maximal 
invariant statistic (resp. parameter) in Parts I and II, represents different 
quantities in the two parts. 
I. TESTING FOR REALITY OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX OF 
A COMPLEX MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. 
1. INVARIANCE OF THE PROBLEM;REPRESENTATION OF 
THE MAXIMAL INVARIANT STATISTIC AND PARAMETER. 
Let X(j) = (~$$), 1 <j< N, be independent observations from a 2p- 
dimensional real normal distribution with mean 0 and unknown covariance 
matrix Z, of the form 
(1.1) 
where ,Y, E 9’; (th e set of all real positive definite symmetric p X p 
matrices) and Z2 E Jy’ (the set of all real skew-symmetric p X p matrices); 
C, is assumed positive definite. Equivalently, the complex vectors 
Z(j) =X,(j) + ix,(j), 1 <j < N, can be thought of as observations from a 
p-dimensional complex normal distribution with mean 0 and positive definite 
Hermitian covariance matrix 
Z=Z, +iZ,. (1.2) 
When p > 2, Khatri [ 181 considered the problem of testing that X,(j) and 
X,(j) are independent, i.e., testing that Z, = 0. If we define 3: to be the set 
of all (complex) positive definite Hermitian p x p matrices, then the problem 
may be restated as that of testing 
H,:CE.P; vs.H,:ZE2-;, (1.3) 
i.e., testing that .Z is real vs. the alternative that it is complex. 
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When N >p, the maximum likelihood estimator ,!? under H, exists and is 
given by (cf. Goodman [ 141) 
&Y(l),..., Z(N)) = + t Z(j) z(j)’ = +S. 
Jrl 
(1.4) 
The distribution of NJ? = S is W,(. ; C,p, N), the complex Wishart 
distribution on oY~ given by 
ISIN-p 
dW,(S; G P, N> = c,(p, N) N 
1x1 
exp{-tr Z;-‘S) dS 
=f(S; C) dS, 
(1.5) 
where dS denotes the restriction of Lebesgue measure to A?; and 
[c,(p, N)] -’ = @‘-‘)‘2 fi T(N-j+ 1). (1.6) 
j=l 
In terms of the minimal sufficient statistic S, the testing problem (1.3) is 
invariant under the action of the group GL@, IR) of nonsingular real p Xp 
matrices on the sample space (Eparameter space) Zl, the action being 
GL(p, IF?) x 2; -8; 
(B, 0) -+ BOB’. 
(1.7) 
Note that GL(p, F?) acts transitively on Yp’ (C 2:). Each 8 E 2; can be 
uniquely expressed in terms of Or = Re(t9) and 8, = Im(0) as 
8 = 8, + i0, (8, E up’, e2 E dp), 
= ey[r + ifi] e;/* (6y E 9; ) a E d-i), 
where I z 1, is the p xp identity matrix, 0:” is the symmetric positive 
definite square root of 8,, 
0 = n(e) = e;1/2e2e;1’2, (1.8) 
and 
~~={a(nE~p,l-nn’Ey,+}. (1.9) 
It is well known (cf. Gantmacher [ 13, p. 2851 or Khatri [ 18, Lemma 1 ]) that 
Q(O) is orthogonally similar to the block-diagonal matrix 
diag [(z, -lr),...T (z, -:‘)I if p = 26 
A, = Ao,Bj = (1.10) 
diag [ (09 -:I),..., (z, -,FJf),O] if Pz2t+ 1, 
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where t = [p/2], wk = w,(8) > 0, and 1 > o: > .a+ > W: > 0 are the ordered 
nontrivial characteristic roots (each with multiplicity two) of MI’; 
equivalently, 
w;(tY) = ch,,-,(8;‘6,8;‘8;) = ch,,(8;r0,8;‘8;), l<k<t. (1.11) 
Therefore, 
8 = qe)(I, + id,) B(e)’ (1.12) 
for some B(8) E GL(p, IR), from which it follows that a representation of the 
maximal invariant function on &“,’ under the action (1.7) is the following: 
z; + iFI’,, 
e + (u 1 m..., 4en 
(1.13) 
where 
lR;= ((XI,..., xt)EIR’I1>x,~...~x,~O). (1.14) 
Thus, a maximal invariant statistic for problem (1.3) under the group 
action (1.7) is given by 
I- (I 1 ,***, 4) = (~,(%., q(S)), (1.15) 
while a maximal invariant parameter is given by 
A = (A, )...) 4) = (~,W.., of). (1.16) 
In terms of 2, the testing problem (1.3) can be restated as that of testing 
H, : ,I = 0 vs. H, : 1, > 0, l<k<t. 
Since tr C; ’ S = tr C; ’ S, , the maximum likelihood estimator of Z under 




where B = Q(S) E Ji. Also, S, and R are independent under H, and the 
distribution of 52 is given by 
(1.18) 
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(cf. (1.6) and (6.5)), h w  ere dJ2 denotes Lebesgue measure on &‘j. The 
moments of the LRT criterion (1.17) under H,, are readily obtained from 
(1.18) and lead to a Box asymptotic approximation to its null distribution. 
The preceding facts appear in Khatri [18]. Carter, Khatri, and Srivastava 
[lo] discussed the nonnull distribution of the LRT criterion for the special 
case where rank (Z2) = 2, i.e., when I, > 0 = A, = *.. = 1,; also see Carter 
and Srivastava [ 111. 
Finally, Khatri [ 181 also proposed two other tests for (1.3), with accep- 
tance regions 
4 tr[S,S;‘S;(S, -S,S;lS;)-l] = + I:(1 -I:)-’ < c2, 
k=, 
(1.19) 
ch,,,(S;‘S,S;‘S;) = 1: < cj. (1.20) 
In addition, by analogy with the Bartlett-Nanda-Pillai trace statistic for 
MANOVA and other testing problems, we will also consider the test which 
accepts H, iff 
ftr(S;‘S,S;‘S;)= + li<c4. 
k=I 
(1.21) 
In (1.17) and (1.19 j(l-21), S, = Re(S) E Yp’ and S, = Im(S) E -$. 
2. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMAL INVARIANT STATISTIC 
Khatri [ 181 showed that the joint density of I E (I, ,..., ZJ under H, is given 
by 
q&(l) = c’ rj [(l - I:)“-” u&)] (li’ - 1:)’ (2.1) 
k=l I<j<k<f 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on IR k, where c’ = c’(p, N) is a known 
positive constant and 
%W = I 1 ifp is even 12 k if p is odd. 
In this section we obtain a representation of the nonnull density of 1. 
Let d*(l) denote the density of 1 under Hi. The following expression for 
the likelihood ratio (*/q& of the maximal invariant statistic 1 is obtained from 
Theorem 4 of Wijsman [28] or from Andersson [6, I$. (19)]: 
(2.3) 
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where G = GL(p, R), S(S; C) is defined in (1.5), C E A?;, z, E Yp’ , and 
d/?(B) is a Haar measure on G. 
(In order to apply Wijsman’s theorem it must be verified that A?; is a 
Cartan G-space under the action (1.7). First, it can be seen that the 
statement and proof of Theorem 2 of Wijsman [28] remain valid in the 
complex case, i.e., with his X, replaced by .$Yz, his GL(k, W) replaced by 
GL(p, C) = the group of nonsingular p x p complex matrices, and with his 
group action s + CsC’ replaced by the action 
GL(p,C)x&+-tj%o,, 
(C, S) --f cccl. 
(2.4) 
Then, since G = GL(p, R) is a closed subgroup of GL(p, C), it follows from 
this complex version of Wijsman’s Theorem 2 that A?: is a Cartan G-space, 
as required.) 
Since G acts transitively on ‘i”p’ , we may set C, = Z, in the denominator 
of (2.3) and obtain 
$*(Z) ]EIMN J‘, IBB’lN exp{-tr .Y’BSB’} @(B) 
#o(l) JGIBB’IN exp{-tr BS,B’} &I(B) 
= ICI-N JcIBSIB’IN exp(-4 tr z-‘BSB’] @(B) 
J, IBB’lN exp{-i tr BB’} d/?(B) ’ (2.5 1 
In the first equality we have used the fact that S, E J$ * tr BS,B’ = 0, 
while the second equality uses the invariance of d/3 under B --t fl BSij2. 
Now normalize dp such that the denominator of the last expression in (2.5) 
is 1, and in the numerator apply (1.12) with 0 = E and 19 = S. Since d/? is 
both left and right invariant we obtain 




(Z + id,)-’ = (Z + A:)-’ - iA,(Z + A:)-‘, (2.7) 
A, and (Z + Ai)-“2 commute, and A,, A, E A$, so (2.6) can be rewritten as 
#,(Z)=$,(f) h (l-i:)-NIGIBB’lNexp{-ttr(Z+d:)-‘BB’J 
k=l 
x exp(-4 tr A,(Z + A:)-’ BA,B’) dp(B)) 
= Q,(Z) h (1 - n:>‘V(n; Z), 
k=l 
(2.8) 
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where 
F(A;l)= j JBB'IN exp{-$tr BB’} exp{-$trd,Bd,B’} C@(B). (2.9) 
G 
(We remark that F@; r) is analogous to the hypergeometric functions of two 
matrix arguments which appear in the noncentral densities of the maximal 
invariant statistics for other multivariate normal testing problems-cf. James 
t161.1 
3. MONOTONICITY OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO; UNBIASEDNESS; 
A COMPLETE CLASS OF INVARIANT TESTS 
LEMMA 3.1. The likelihood ratio #n(l)/q$(l) is strictly increasing in each 
I,, 1<k<t. 
Proof: By direct calculation, 




Define the p xp diagonal matrix 
rk = diag(l,..., 1, -1, l,..., l), (3.3) 
where the -1 occurs in the 2kth position. Since Sjk(Brk) = - 6,,(B) and 
Sjk,(Brk) = ajk,(B) if k # k’, while d/I(BT,) = db(B), we have 






k=l 1% I I 
WO 
(3.4) 
Thus F(A; I) is strictly increasing in each I,, as claimed. 
An acceptance region A c IRi is said to be monotone in 1 if (1, ,..., iI) E A 
and 1; < 1, for each k s- (I;,..., l;)EA. Each of the tests (1.17) and 
(1.19)-( 1.2 1) has a monotone acceptance region. From Lemma 3.1 and (2.1) 
we see that the conditions of Proposition 2.6(i) and Lemma 2.8, both in 
Perlman and Olkin [23], are satisfied in the present problem, leading to the 
following result: 
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THEOREM 3.2. Every nontrivial invariant test whose acceptance region is 
monotone in 1 is strictly unbiased for problem (1.3). 
The integral representation (2.9) shows that F@; Z) is a convex, 
permutation-symmetric function of 1, ,..., 1, on IRL. This fact, together with 
Lemma 3.1, immediately yields the following complete class theorem (see 
Schwartz [27, Theorem 21 for details of the argument): 
THEOREM 3.3. A necessary condition for the admissibility of an 
invariant test within the class of all invariant tests for problem (1.3), hence a 
fortiori within the class of all tests for (1.3), is that the symmetric extension 
to iR’ of its acceptance region A (E Rb) be convex and monotone in 1. 
Taken together, the two preceding results imply that any nontrivial 
admissible invariant test for (1.3) is strictly unbiased. It is easily checked 
that the four tests (1.17) and (1.19)-(1.21) satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 3.3. An example of an invariant test which satisfies the 
monotonicity condition of Theorem 3.2 (hence is unbiased) but not the 
convexity condition of Theorem 3.3 (hence is inadmissible) is given by the 
test with acceptance region of the form I, <c, provided t > 2. 
It is shown in the next section that the test (1.21) is the locally most 
powerful invariant test, hence admissible among invariant tests, and that the 
LRT (1.17) is in fact admissible among all tests. Since these tests are essen- 
tially different when t > 2, no UMP invariant test exists in this case. When 
t = 1 (i.e., p = 2 or 3) however, the maximal invariant statistic I, and 
maximal invariant parameter I, are one dimensional and an UMP invariant 
test does exist. To see this, note that when t = 1, 
(3.5) 
where 
a,(p)= jG 1BB’IN[G,,(B)J2’exp{-t trBB’} d&B). (3.6) 
(When p = 2, 6,,(B) = (BB’J”’ and d/?(B) = c. IBB’I-*dB, so a,(2) = 
r(2N - 1 + 2r)/r(2N - 1)) Since a,.(p) > 0, F@, ; Ii) has monotone 
likelihood ratio in (Ai ; I,), which implies the desired result, summarized as 
follows: 
THEOREM 3.4. When t = 1 (i.e.,p = 2 or 3), the test with acceptance 
region {I, & c) is the UMP invariant test for problem (1.3). Its power 
function is strictly increasing in 1,. 
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4. THE LOCALLY MOST POWERFUL INVARIANT TEST; 
THE ADMISSIBLE BAYES CHARACTER OF THE LRT AND 
MONOTONICITY OF ITS POWER FUNCTION 
THEOREM 4.1. The test (1.21) is the locally most powerful invariant test 
for problem (1.3). 
ProoJ: We follow the development of Schwartz [26, Sects. 3 and 61. 
Expand the second exponential in expression (2.9) for I;@; I), apply (3.1), 
and integrate term-by-term. Since cJ~,(TB) = -6jk(B) where r = n: r, with 
r, given by (3.3), the terms of odd order vanish, yielding 
However, when r = 1, 
i 
IBB’(Nexp{-$ trBB’} -K- =%- ijlkSjk(B) * @(B) 
G Y- J k I 
(4.2) 
since 
s=! pm’l” exp { -f tr BB’ } 6jk(B) d&B) > 0 
G 
does not depend on (j, k). The second equality in (4.2) is obtained from the 
facts that 
djk(rjB) ~j'k'(rjB) = --6jk(B) 6j,k,(B), j #tj’, 
sjk(Brk> sjJke(Brk> = -6jk(B) djck'(B), k # k’. 
Therefore, by arguments similar to those of Schwartz [ 26, Sects. 3 and 61 it 
can be shown from (2.8) that 
g= 1+ [a (CC) -N](~I:) +o(xn;) (4.3) 
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as JJ 1: + 0, where the term o(C nf) is uniform in 1. From (4.3) it follows 
that the test based on 2 lj, i.e., test (1.21), is locally most powerful among 
all invariant tests of a fixed level of significance. 
Remark4.2. In contrast to its local optimality, the test (1.21) can 
perform poorly for distant alternatives. That is, for significance levels in a 
neighborhood of 0, when t > 2 the power of test (1.21) need not approach 1 
as I, -+ 1, unless one or more of A, ,..., II, + 1 as well. By contrast, the power 
of each of the tests (1.17), (1.19), and (1.20) approaches 1 iff 1, + 1. Similar 
considerations apply to the locally most powerful invariant test (6.15) in 
Part II. For a detailed discussion of this lack of consistency of the locally 
most powerful invariant tests for other multivariate testing problems, see 
Anderson and Perlman [3]. 
THEOREM 4.3. If N > p, the LRT (1.17) is a proper Bayes test for 
problem (1.3), hence is admissible (among all tests). 
ProoJ The method of Kiefer and Schwartz [ 191 suggests consideration 
of the following prior distributions for E under H, and H,, respectively. 
Under H,, let Z (-I;, E .V,‘) be of the form 
~=(~p+mI+~2tw’~ (4.4) 
where q,, IJ~ E IR’, and endow (sl, qZ) with prior probability density propor- 
tional to 
11, + Vll?I + v24;l-N (4.5) 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on iR2’. Under H,, let Z 
(=Zc, + iZ, EZ:) be of the form 
z= (I, + rp7’)--l, (4.6) 
where r] = fll + iv2 E C’, and endow q with prior probability density propor- 
tional to 
(4.7) 
with respect to Lebesgue measure on Cf. Following Kiefer and Schwartz 
[ 19, Sects. 3 and 51, it can be checked easily that the densities (4.5) and (4.7) 
have finite total mass when N > p, and that the corresponding proper Bayes 
test is the LRT. 
Lastly, an argument along the lines of Lemma 2.1 of Perlman [22] can be 
used to obtain a monotonicity property of the power function of the LRT. 
THEOREM 4.4. The power of the LRT (1.17) is increasing in each I,. 
683/15/l-3 
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Proof. For this proof we use the notation S = S”’ + is(‘), where 
SC” = Re(S) and S(*) = Im(S). Denote the power function of the LRT by 
m =p, ,s(l’, [N<c,] (4.8 ) 
Because the LRT statistic is invariant under the action (1.7) so is its power 
function, hence 
n(Z) = n(1 + id,) = 7r( YA), (4.9) 
where 
ul, = diag 
K 
(1 - 1;))’ -iA,(l --A:)-“’ 
i/z,(l -A:))“* 1 
4 (1:, -F*), (i:, -:“1),...]. (4.10) 
Partition S as 
with S,,: 1 x 1, S,,: lX(p-l),andS,,:(p-1)X@--l),andpartition 
S”’ and SC*’ similarly. Since ]S] =Sll.2 IS,,] where S,,.,= S,, - 
S12S;21S2,, we have 
1 s11.2 IS221 
Isi;)I -sll.2~s,,2~~22] I¶ (4.12) 
where Q = S\:‘., -S,,,,. By Theorems 2.3 and 2.6 of Goodman ] 141 (see 
also (5.2)) and the facts that S:{)’ = Sli’, S!:)’ = -Si’:, 
Q = S,,S,‘S,, - S:&V:;)-lS:‘,) 
= (S ii’, +a;‘) (;g 
22 
-;e)-‘(=) _ s(,~‘s~;)-lsy,) 
22 21 
= (S$’ -s,, s,, (1) (W’S’V s~~)-s$;)s~;‘-lcJ~‘,,’ 22 I( 
)-‘(~~‘,‘-~c,~)~~~)-‘~~~‘)‘, 
(4.13) 
so Q is a positive definite quadratic form in S,, 3 S$:’ + iS$’ when 
S,, = S&j + is:‘: is held fixed. Also, by Eq. (7.2.4) of Khatri [17], S,,., is 
independent of (S 12, S,,) and (when C = Y*) the conditional distribution of 
S,, given S,, is the following complex normal distribution: 
S,2IS22 - N&,(-i, O,..., 0) S22, S,,], (4.14) 
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where 1, =a,(1 - ~~)-i’* is increasing in 1, > 0. Therefore, by the theorem 
of Anderson [ 11, the conditional probability in (4.12) is decreasing in A,. 
Because (Y1),,., = 1 and (ul,),, depends only on A*,..., ;1,, the distribution 
of P,l.27 S,,) does not depend on A,, so we conclude that z(ul,) is 
increasing in L,. In a similar manner it can be shown to increase with each 
A,, as claimed. 
II. TESTING FOR COMPLEX STRUCTURE IN A REAL 
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
5. NOTATION AND ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
Let E(p, C) denote the group of all nonsingular real 2p x 2p matrices of 
complex structure, i.e., all nonsingular real matrices C of the form 
where C, and C, are p xp. Note that E(p, C) is isomorphic to GL(p, C) 
under the mapping 
(5.2) 
(cf. Goodman [ 14, Theorem 2.11. Next, define 
which is in one-to-one correspondence with 2; under the mapping (5.2) 
(cf. Goodman [ 14, Corollary 2.21. Also, define 
(5.4) 
where PP = the set of all real p x p symmetric matrices. It is important to 
notice that z(p, C) acts on BP by means of the action 
~(p,C)x+t$,, 
(C, R) -+ CRC’, 
while z(p, C) acts transitively on 2: under the action 
E(p,C)xI?,++E?,+, 
(C, H) --t CHC’ ; 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
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the transitivity of the latter action follows from the transitivity of GL(p, C) 
acting on Xi. Also, note that tr(R) = 0 if R E gP. 
Since sP c YzP, each matrix R E BP is orthogonally similar to a real 
diagonal matrix. If (t;) E Rzp is a characteristic vector of R with associated 
root p, then (;y*) is also a characteristic vector of R with associated root -p. 
This immediately yields the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. Denote the characteristic roots of R E &,, by fp,,..., fpp, 
where p, > -.- > pP > 0. There exists an orthogonal matrix 
such that 
where D, = diag@, ,..., p,). If p, > . . . > pP > 0, then U, and U, are unique up 
to multiplication on the right by a common diagonal matrix of the type 
diag(f l,..., f 1). 
Every matrix 
(5.8) 
can be uniquely represented as the sum of an element of 2: and an element 
of gP by means of the decomposition 
e4+0, (5.9) 
where 
*=l ell+e2, 4,-e,, 
2 ( e2,-e12 ell+e2, 
) = (;:-;:, EAy+, 
I e,, - e,, e,, + e2, _ 8, 8, 
(5.10) 
g=- 
i 2 e12+e2, e,,-e,, ) = (e,-0,) E% 
For notational convenience we define 
a={(e,e)EAy xqJe+eEY,+}, (5.11) 
so Yz’ and & are in one-to-one correspondence by (5.9). Thus, each 
0 E Yzfp can be written as 
e = B1/2(1~~ + r) 81’2, 
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where &” (E#‘J) is the symmetric positive definite square root of e, 
Z-E r(e) = &qj&“2 E g;, (5.12) 
(recall (5.5)), and 
~~={rlrE~~,z2p+rE~Z+p}. (5.13) 
By Lemma 5.1, there exists an orthogonal matrix U E &(p, C) such that 
r=u(“oy -iy) U’, (5.14) 
where fy (G *y,(e)), 1 < k <p, are the characteristic roots of r = Z(S), and 
1 >y*>*** > y, > 0. Now set 
C = 8”2U E GL(p, C) (5.15) 
to obtain the following lemma: 




where C s C(8) E &(p, C) and 
1 > yk = ~~(0) = ch,@-‘8) > 0, l<k<p. (5.17) 
If y, > v-7 > y, > 0, then C, and C, are unique up to multiplication on the 
right by a common diagonal matrix of the type diag(il,..., kl). 
Finally, consider the following action of the group GL(p, C) on ‘i”:,: 
(5.18) 
(In view of the representation (5.9) of P’& as a subset of G%?‘; x B,,, (5.18) 
may be thought of as the combination of the actions (5.5) and (5.6).) It 
follows immediately from Lemma 5.2 that a representationzf the maximal 




Remark 5.3. Results equivalent to the preceding were given by 
Andersson [5], who utilized the correspondence (5.2) between GL(p, C) and 
GL(p, C), and between 2: and G?‘;, as well as the correspondence 
(5.20) 
between BP and 9 p s the set of all complex p x p symmetric matrices. For 
example, the first statement of Lemma 5.2 is essentially equivalent to the 
statement that for each pair of complex p x p matrices 
there exists a complex matrix C, + iC, E GL(p, C) such that 
4, + id, = (C, + iC,)(C, - iC,)‘, 
0, + if!& = (C, + iC,) D,(C, + iC,)‘, 
(5.22) 
where y, 2 .a- > yp 2 0 and Y: ,..., Y; are the characteristic roots of 
(8, + id,)-‘(8, + ifQ(8, - i6$-‘(f7, - iB,). (5.23) 
Remark 5.4. Equation (5.16) in Lemma 5.2 can be rewritten as 
8=B t;y ;;, B’, (5.24) 
where B = B(B) = 2-“*C( ?$ 2) E GL(p, UZ). Therefore, y1 ,..., yP are called 
“canonical correlations with ies{ect to complex structure” by Andersson 151, 
who also interprets the yk as the solutions to a maximization problem. 
6. STATEMENT OF THE TESTING PROBLEM; INVARIANCE 
Let X(j) = (c;$), 1 <j < N, be independent observations from a 2p- 
dimensional real normal distribution with mean 0 and unknown covariance 
matrix 
(6.1) 
Andersson [5] has considered the problem of testing that C is of the complex 
structure (1. l), i.e., testing the null hypothesis that C,, = Z,, and 
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.Z:,, = -Z,*, or equivalently (see (5.10)) that 2 = 0. This problem may be 
expressed as that of testing 
H,:zE&; vs. H, : z E 2yp, (6.2) 
hence may be thought of as a dual problem to (1.3). (When p = 1, this 
problem is identical to that of testing for bivariate sphericity, i.e., testing that 
Z = a21,--cf. Anderson [2, Chap. 9]-but the problems are distinct when 
p > 2. See also Theorem 8.4.) 
When N > 2p, the maximum likelihood estimator J? under H, exists and is 
given by 
i(X( l),..., X(N)) = $ ‘5 X(j) X(j)’ = $S. (6.3) 
1-I 
The distribution of N,?? = S is W,(.; Z, 2p, N), the real Wishart distribution 
on .Y+ 2p given by 
dW,(S; C, 2p, N) = c,(2p, N) ‘s’(~,~~“‘2 exp{-i tr C-IS) dS 
(6.4) 
= g(S; Z) dS, 
where 
[+(p, Iv)] - ’ = 2pN’27cp’p- “‘4 I”r T((N -j + 1)/2) 
j=l 
(6.5) 
and dS now denotes Lebesgue measure on Y&. In terms of the minimal 
sufficient statistic S, the testing problem (6.2) is invariant under the action 
(5.18) of ~%(p, C) on the sample space (~parameter space) ,i”&. By the 
results of the preceding section, a maximal invariant statistic is given by 
1 E (1, )...) 1,) = (Y,c%~~ YpW), 
while a maximal invariant parameter is given by 
(6.6) 
1 E (A 1 >**.3 1,) = (Y1(-%., YpW>, (6.7) 
where the yk are defined in (5.17). The testing problem (6.2) can be restated 
as that of testing 
H,:A=O vs. H, : Ak > 0, l<k<p. 




N) 1 s ICN-2P- ‘)‘2 
p’1N’2 
exp{-$ tr .?‘-I,!?} dS. (6.8) 
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Thus, the MLE of .?I under H&I = i) is N-r 3, and the LRT for (6.2) 
accepts H, iff 
(6.9) 
k=l 
where r- T(S) E 3;. The Jacobian of the transformation S -+ (3, s’) E d 
defined by (5.9) and (5.10) is 2p2, so the distribution under H,, of (s, s’) is 
given by 
pc,(& 
3 N) I$ + S’I(N--2p-1)‘2 exp{-; trp’s;) &dS’ 
J,qN’* 
(6.10) 
Since the Jacobian of the transformation (s, s’) -+ ($, r) = (s, s- “‘s’s -1’2) 
is ISI @+ 1)‘2, the joint distribution of (s, I’) on 2; X &‘i under H, is given 
by 
2p2CIR(2p, N) I~~~~~” exp{-$ tr P’S} II,, + rl(N-2p-1)/2 d$dr 
(6.11) 
Therefore, $ and r are independent under H,, and the distribution of r is the 
second factor in the second expression in (6.11). From this, the moments of 
the LRT criterion (6.9) are found to be 
E )I,, + Z-1’ = C&P, w C,(P, 2 + w c&9 N) c&J, 2. + N)’ (6.12) 
from which a Box asymptotic approximation to its null distribution can be 
obtained. The preceding facts concerning the LRT criterion are a special 
case of results of Andersson, Brrans, and Jensen 181. 
Finally, by analogy with (1.19)-( 1.2 l), three other invariant tests for (6.2) 
are also considered, namely, those with acceptance regions 
~tr[~~-‘S’(S-S’S-‘S’)-‘l~ i 1:(1-I:)-‘<c,, (6.13) 
k=l 
ch,,,(+‘S’S-‘S’) = I; <c,, (6.14) 
(6.15) 






7. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMAL INVARIANT STATISTIC 
In this section, expressions for the null and nonnull distributions of the 
maximal invariant statistic 1~ (I 
transitively on *i, 
, ,..., lP) are obtained. Since E(p, Cc) acts 
we may assume C = I,, when studying the null 
distribution of 1. In this case the joint density of (s, s’) E d is (from (6.10)) 
2p2cR(2p, N) 1s + S’I(N-Zp-‘)‘2 exp(-f tr 3) d,!$ds’. 
Now consider the mapping 
c’+(p, C) x Rp, -+ F, 
(7.1) 
(C, 1) + (cc c (;I _“,, j C’ j = (S, s’), 
(7.2) 
where 
RRp, = interior(R{) = ((xi ,...,x,) E W 1 > x, > . . . > xP > O}, (7.3) 
and the c,,,~ are the elements of the first row of C,. By Lemma 5.2 the 
mapping (7.2) is one-to-one, but not onto; by the method of Okamoto [2 11, 
however, it can be shown that the complement in d of the image of this 
mapping is a Lebesgue-null set, hence may be ignored. Following the method 
of Hsu [15] (cf. Deemer and Olkin [12], Anderson [2, Chap. 131, the 
Jacobian of the mapping (7.2) may be computed via 
(7.5) 
where the latter is the Jacobian of the linear mapping (dC, dl) + (ds, dS’) of 
the differentials, given by 
ds = (dC) C’ + C(dC)‘, 
dS’= WI (“ol -;,) C’ + C (“0;’ -zd,) C' + c (;I -;,) (dc)'. (7*6) 
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Since (7.6) can be rewritten as 
P~c-‘(d&!qc-“= w+ W’, 
QEc-yds’)c-“= w (“ol -“D,) + (“o;/ -id,) + (;I -“D,) w’,(7*7) 
where 
we have 
= 2*p Iclp+’ kfil I, n <z;- I;). 
j<k 
(7.9) 
Therefore, returning to (7.1), when ,?Y = I,, the joint distribution of (C, I) is 
given by 
2P2+2P c,(2p, N) (CC’ I(N-p)‘2 
X exp{--f tr CC’} fi 1,(1 - I~)‘N-2p-“‘2 n (lj’ - I;) dCdl, (7.10) 
k=l ick 
where dCdl= dC,dC,dl denotes Lebesgue measure on E + (p, Cc) X RP, . 
However, 
I CC’ I(N-p)‘2 exp{-j tr CC’} dC 
= 2-” j ICC’I(N-p)‘2 exp(-4 tr CC’} dC 
E 
. = 2-p 
! 
IZ@ INmp exp{-tr FI;‘} dF 
G 
= 2-P7cP2 E 1 TIN-P 
= 2-p7f2&4P)lcc(P, w, 
where G+ = a+(~, Cc), 6 = &(p, C), G = GL(p, C), F = C, + iC2, and 
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T w Wc(. ; I,,p,p) (see (1.5)). Therefore, the distribution of the maximal 
invariant statistic E = (I r,..., I,) under Z-Z, is given by 
$ 
0 
(I) d, _ (27v2 %(2PY w C&P, P) 
C,(P, N) 
x fi (21,)(1 - z$-*P--I)‘* 1~1 (Zj’ - I;) dl (7.11) 
k=l jck 
on RP,, a result first given by Andersson [5]. Alternatively, (7.11) can be 
obtained as the density of the eigenvalues of I-, whose density is described 
following (6.11). 
Next, let J1(l) denote the density of 1 under H, . By Theorem 4 of Wijsman 
1281, the likelihood ratio %/f. is given by 
&(I) jcg(CSC’;Z)IC12p+’ d/3(C) 
&@j = jc g(CSC’; xf) 1 CIzp+ ’ d/?(C) ’ 
(7.12) 
where G’ = G(p, Cc), g(S; C) is defined in (6.4), S and C E 9“&, 2 E pi, 
and d/3(C) is a Haar measure on G. (Since a(p, C) is a closed subgroup of 
GL(2p, I?), it follows immediately from Wijsman’s Theorem 2 that ‘s”& is a 
Cartan e-space under the action (5.18), hence his Theorem 4 may be 
applied.) Since G acts transitively on o??‘:, we can set i = I,, in the 
denominator of (7.12) to obtain 
&(I) ICIpN’* J’c ICC’IN’* exp{-4 tr C-’ CSC’) dB(C) 
-= 
4oU) jc I CC’ IN’* exp{ -t tr CSC’ } d/?(C) 
= ICI -NI* jc 1 CSC IN/* exp{-f tr C-’ CSC’) dp(C) 
jc 1 CC’ INi2 exp( -i tr CC’} d/3(C) 
. (7.13) 
Now normalize dp so that the denominator in the last expression is 1, and in 
the numerator apply (5.16) with 0 = S and 0 = z, obtaining 
g&(1) = fjTo(Z) f-1 (1 - &yN’2 jG I CC’ INI2 
k=l 
exp(-tr(Z, - D:)-‘(C, Cl + C,Cl)) 
x exp{tr D,(I, - D:)-‘(C, D,C: - C,D,C;)} d/?(C) 
E $ro(f) fi (1 - /I:)N’* qn; I), 
k=l 
(7.14) 
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where 
P@; I) = jc (CC’ IN’* exp{-4 tr CC’} exp{tr DA(C,DIC; - C,O,Ci)} d/?(C). 
(7.15) 
As was pointed out regarding F(1; I) at the end of Section 2, fi(L; I) also is 
an analog of the hypergeometric functions of two matrix arguments 
considered by James [ 161. Finally, &I; Z) can be expressed in a form similar 
to that of (2.9) for F@; I), as follows: 
&I; 1) = j IZZ’ JN exp(-tr ZZ’) exp{tr Re(D,ZD,Z’)} dp(Z), (7.16) 
CL@, C) 
where Z = C, + iC, E GL(p, c) and &(Z) is a Haar measure on GL(p, C). 
8. MONOTONICITY OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO; UNBIASEDNESS; 
A COMPLETE CLASS OF INVARIANT TESTS 
LEMMA 8.1. The likelihood ratio &A(l)/&,(Z) is strictly increasing in each 
4, l<k<p. 




Ejk(C) = (cl,jk)2 - (c2,jk)2 (8.2) 




I,- Qk -Qk 
@k 1 Ip-Qk ’ 
(8.3) 
where Qk = diag(O ,..., 0, 1,O ,..., 0) with 1 in the kth position. Since 
Ejk(Cylk) = -sjk(C) and sjk(Cylk,) = sjk(C) if k # k’, and since 
d@(CYk) = d/?(C), F(L; I) in (7.15) can be written as 
F(A; 1) = i, 1 CC’ IN’* exp(--f tr CC’} kel ] f. & [ $ AjEjk(c)] jr/ dRc), 
J 1 
(8.4) 
from which the result follows. 
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By means of Lemma 8.1 and the arguments of Section 3, the following 
results are obtained. 
THEOREM 8.2. Every nontrivial invariant test whose acceptance region is 
monotone in 1 is strictly unbiased for problem (6.2). 
Each of the tests (6.9) and (6.13)-(6.15) has a monotone acceptance 
region in 1, hence is strictly unbiased. 
THEOREM 8.3. A necessary condition for the admissibility of an 
invariant test within the class of all invariant tests for problem (6.2), hence a 
fortiori within the class of all tests is that the symmetric extension to Rp of 
its acceptance region be convex and monotone in 1. 
Therefore, any nontrivial admissible invariant test for (6.2) is strictly 
unbiased. Each of the tests (6.9) and (6.13) - (6.15) satisfies the necessary 
condition of Theorem 8.3, but when p > 2 the test based on 1, does not, 
hence is inadmissible. 
When p > 2, no UMP invariant test exists (by Theorems 9.1 and 9.2). 
When p = 1. however, 
where 
b,=M. 1 (C: + CT:)“-’ exp(-C: - Ci}(Cf - Ci)” dC, dC, > 0, 
(C,.CZ)El+ 
C,, C, now are both real scalars, and M is a positive constant. Since 
F(A, ; 1,) has monotone likelihood ratio in this case, the following result is 
immediate. 
THEOREM 8.4. When p = 1, the test with acceptance region {l, < c) is 
the UMP invariant test for problem (6.2); its power is strictly increasing in 
1 I’ 
As remarked in Section 6, when p = 1 the problem (6.2) is equivalent to 
that of testing bivariate sphericity, and in this case 1, can be expressed as 
ISI 
1: = 1 - 4 @. S)2 * 
Thus, in this case the UMP invariant test of Theorem 8.4 is equivalent to the 
usual sphericity test. 
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9. THE LOCALLY MOST POWERFUL INVARIANT TEST; 
THE ADMISSIBLE BAYES CHARACTER OF THE 
LRT AND MONOTONICITY OF ITS POWER FUNCTION 
THEOREM 9.1. The test (6.15) is the locally most powerful invariant test 
for problem (6.2). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Expand the second 
exponential in expression (7.15) for &A; Z), apply (8.1), and integrate term- 
by-term. Since sjk(C!P) = -cjk(C), where Y z nf !Pk is orthogonal (cf. 
(8.3)), the term of odd order vanish, so 
m  
F@; Z) = ,IS& G )CC’IN’* exp{-+ tr CC’] J 
2 k ljil,Ejk(C) 2rdp(C). 
j=l k=l 1 (9.1) 
However, for r = 1, 
I CC’ IN’2 exp{-+ tr CC’} 2: x kjZksjk(C) * Q(C) 





exp{-f tr CC’} sjk(C) d/?(C) > 0 
does not depend on (j, k). It now can be shown from (7.14) that 
~=l+[&(~I:,-r](>:~~)+o(~ni), (9.3) 
from which the result follows. 
THEOREM 9.2. Zf N > 2p, the LRT (6.9) is a proper Bayes test for 
problem (6.2), hence is admissible (among all tests). 
Proof. The argument is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. Under H,, 
Z=,?ES?$f, hence 2, +if,ERz, and we endow 2, + iz2 with the prior 
distribution determined by (4.6) and (4.7) (replace z by ii + id2 in (4.6)). 
Under H,, we endow ,X with the following prior disribution: let z be of the 
form 
z = (I@ + 911')-'3 (9.4) 
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where q E IR2p, and let q have prior probability density proportional to 
II,, + w’ I -N’2, (9.5) 
which has finite total mass provided N > 2p. 
Some new notation is needed for the remainder of this section. First, let J, 
denote the matrix 
J,= (; -2):2px2p 
and note from (5.8) and (5.10) that if 8 E Y&, then 8 can be written as 
8= $(8 + J,dJ;). (9.7) 
Next, from this point on we shall partition each 8 E Yip differently than 
(5.8), as follows: denote the elements of 8 by 8,, 1 < i, j < 2p, and set 
el 1 = Iei,jl. i,j= l,p+ 1: 2x2 
e,, = Njl. i=l,p+l;j=2 ,..., p,p+2 ,..., 2p: 2X2(p-1) (9.8) 
6, = P,L i,j= 2 ,..., p,p + 2 ,...,2p: 2(P-l)X2(P-1) 
8,,.2=8,, -8,,8,‘8,,: 2x2 
THEOREM 9.3. The power of the LRT (6.9) is increasing in each A,. 





Thus, we may assume that S - W,( YA, 2p, IV), so that if S is partitioned as 
in (9.8), then S,,., is independent of (S,,, S,,), 
s,,., - w, (( lfil, 0 1 0 ),W-2(P- -A, I)), (9.11) 
S,,IS,*-NIR ( 0, ( 1 +A, o I”,, ) @ 4. (9.12) 




W*)= 1 -E p ,s,*.*, <CL’ 
IS*,I 
I(s;>z,l s22 * I 11 (9.13) 
Note that 
(S),, = $32, +J,4~2,J;-,) = (S22) (9.14) 
is a function of S,,. Thus, to show that x(‘u,) is increasing in A1 (hence, in 
each I,, by symmetry), it will suffice to show that for every c > 0, 
p Ich.*l <c s 
I I ! ISII.2I 22 
(9.15) 
is decreasing in A,. 
To accomplish this, begin by writing 
(a 11.2 = Kh.2 - (fL:,>l + (6.2) (9.16) 
where 
@I,:,)= f(S,,.* +J,S,,.,JI)* 
After some algebra we find that 




(S,,‘.,) = f diag(tr S,l.z, tr S,,.,), (9.18) 
Thus, 
Q = Q(s,,, S,,) = tr S,,SG’S,, - tr(h2($;'(~)21. (9.19) 
Kh21 = lQ+trL212 
IS,,.21 41SII.21 ’ 
(9.20) 
If we now define Z: 4(p - 1) x 1 by 
z E Z(S,,) 
-(s,, ,..., s~P,s~,p+2,...,~~,2P,~P+1,2~‘..~~PtI.P~~Ptl,P+2~~~~~~P+1.2P )‘, (9.21) 
then additional algebra yields 
Q = Z’MZ, (9.22) 
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where 
x v*,-*d-J (9.23) 
Since J;-, =.I;?, = -Jpel and Jp-, commutes with (S,, + J,- I S,,JLm ]), 
we find after further calculation that 
(9.24) 
Thus, from (9.22) and (9.24), Q is a positive semi-definite quadratic form of 
rank 2(p - 1) in the elements of S,, when S,, is held fixed. Now from 
(9.12) and (9.21), 
(9.25) 
Ifwedetine Y:2(p-1)x1 by 
Y- Y(S,,, S,,)= (S,‘+J,-,S,‘J~_,)-“*(Z*,,_,,,J,_,) (‘;I &,, Z, 
(9.26) 
then (9.22) and (9.24) combine to yield 
Q = Y’Y, 
while (9.25) and (9.26) give 
(9.27) 
YI s22 - N,(O, I,(,-,) + 1, f-“*i;f-“*), (9.28) 
where T= S,’ E ,4c&,,-,,. Therefore, from (5.12) and (5.14), the 
conditional distribution of Q given S,, can be described as follows: 
P-1 
Qls22 - \‘ [(I +AIYk)Ek+ (1 -AY/JF/J, (9.29) 
k:l 
where 0 < yk 3 y&(T) 3 Y~(S;~‘) < 1, E, -x:, Fk -xf, and E,, F, ,..., 
E Fp-, P-l’ are mutually independent random variables. 
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To complete the specification of the conditional distribution of (9.20) 
given SZ2, note that S,, . 2 and Q = Q(S,,, S,,) are conditionally inde- 
pendent, recall that S,, . 2 is independent of S,,, and denote the elements of 
the 2 x 2 random matrix S,,., as follows: 
s a11 aI2 11.2 = ( 1. %I a,, 
(9.30) 
From (9.11) and the result in Eq. (6) on p. 174 of Anderson [2], it follows 
that a,,, a22, and rr2 = a,,(a,,a,,)-“2 are mutually independent, 
a,, - (1 +LI)&Z(p-lJ,u22 - (1 -I,)&2(p-1j, and rr2 has the distri- 
bution of the sample correlation coefficient from a bivariate normal 
population when the population correlation coefftcient is zero. Thus, 
W,,.,, Is,,.,l)-((1+~,)G+(1-~,)H,(1-~:)GH(l-r:,)), (9.31) 
where G, H, and 1 - ri2 are mutually independent random variables such 
that G, H-x~-~~-~,, and 1 - r-i, has a known beta distribution. Therefore, 
from (9.29) and (9.31), the conditional distribution of (9.20) given S,, is 
completely specified as follows: 
_(Cfl=:[(l+~,y,)E,+(1-~,y,)F,1+(1+~,)G+(l-~,)HJ2 
4(1 -1;) GH(1 - rf2) 
3 
(9.32) 
where E, , F, ,..., E,-, , Fp- I, G, H, and 1 - rf2 are mutually independent 
positive random variables with distributions as described above. The result 
needed to complete the proof of Theorem 9.3, namely, that (9.15) is 
decreasing in A,, now follows by conditioning on rr2 and applying the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 9.4. Let E,, F ,,..., E, , F,, G, H be mutually independent 
random variables such that E,, Fk - xi,, 1 < k < m, and G, H - xt. Let 
L = C;z:=l [(I + h,)E, + (1 -WF,J + (1 + A) G + (1 - A>H 
(1 - 122)1/2(~~)*/* 3 
where lllj < 1, and 0 < yk < 1, 1 <k< m. Then for each c > 0, P,(L <c\ is 
decreasing in il. 
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Proof: Let U, = log E, and V, = log Fk for 1 < k < m, let U,,, + , = log G 
and Vmtl = log H, let ak and Pk be arbitrary real numbers for 
1 <k<m+ 1, and define 
=PIQ(a, + U,,P, + VIr..-,a,+l + Urn+,,&+, + V,+,> <cl; (9.33) 
where 
It is readily shown by differentiation that 4 is log convex jointly in 
(~,,U,r...r~m+*,Um+l)r so the region (4 < c) is convex in these variables. 
Furthermore, the joint density of U, , V, ,..., U,,,, , , Vm+ , is log concave. It 
follows from a well-known result of Prekopa [24] and Rinott [25] that the 
function f in (9.33) is log concave in (a,, /?, ,..., a,+, ,/I, + ,). Since f is 
invariant under each of the transpositions (a,, Pk) + (Pk, a,), 1 < k < m + 1, 
it therefore follows that (i) for each k = I,..., m + 1, as a function of (ak, Pk), 
f is decreasing in 1 ak - pkl when ak + Pk is held fixed. Furthermore, from 
(9.33) and (9.34) it is clear that (ii) for each k = l,..., m, f is decreasing in ak 




a,(A) =Pk(-l) = log((1 + Ay,)/(l -A*)“*}, l,<k<m, 
a,+ ,@I =&+ d-1) = logl(l + A)/(1 -A)}“*. 
(9.36) 
For 0 < 1 < 1, however, a,(A) + P,@) and 1 a,(A) - /3&) / are increasing in A, 
1 <k<m, while a,+,(A)+p,+,(A)=O and Ia,+,(J)-Pm+l(~)I is 
increasing in A., so the desired result follows from (i), (ii), and (9.35). 
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